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The present rules governing the business-entry exception to the hearsay rule of evidence to some extent correspond with the hopes expressed by Professor Whittier twenty-one years ago when he reviewed “Account Books in California”.[1] California in 1941 adopted the Uniform Business Records As Evidence Act.[2] This Act has done much to simplify and clarify this phase of the law of evidence; yet some questions remain unanswered. The requisites and historical development of the business-entry exception have received considerable attention from the courts and legal writers.[3] The exception has been variously categorized,[4] but for present purposes may be consid-

ered from the viewpoint of (1) entries made by a party (shopbook rule), and (2) entries made by a third person in the regular course of business (course-of-business rule).

I. THE COMMON LAW

In 1609 an English statute was passed which made books kept by a party inadmissible. Moreover, a party could not testify, since because of interest he was not a competent witness. However, if the party employed a clerk, the clerk could testify; but when the clerk was dead, the party was often without competent evidence to prove an account. Consequently, after the statute, the English courts admitted a party’s account books if they had been kept by a clerk and certain other requirements were met. Price v. The Earl of Torrington marks the origin of this practice. Entries made in the regular course of business at or about the time of the transaction in a book of original entry by a person having personal knowledge of the transaction were admitted when the clerk who made the entry was dead and his handwriting was proved. The American courts adopted this view which forms the basis of the course-of-business rule. Insanity and absence from the jurisdiction have been generally considered sufficient grounds to excuse production of the entrant as a witness.

The American courts, however, did not follow the English statute but generally admitted books kept by tradesmen and merchants to prove accounts for services rendered or goods sold and delivered. Either the New York or the New England rule was generally followed. Under the former, it was necessary to show that the party had no clerk, that some of the articles had been delivered, that the books were account books of the party, and that he kept fair and honest accounts. The New England rule required the party to make a suppletory oath that the entries were kept in a book of original entry, made in the regular course of business at or near the time of the transaction, by one having personal knowledge of the transaction.

The need for continuance of the exception applicable to books kept
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by a party, after removal of the party's disqualification as a witness, has been questioned. The party, it has been said, could testify and use the books to revive present memory or as a memorandum of past recollection recorded. However, when the party is dead, the necessity factor which is apparent in all these exceptions again becomes important. In order that estates of deceased persons may contest unwarranted suits and pursue legitimate claims, shopbooks kept by the decedent have often been admitted. There is some confusion in these opinions, however, as to whether the courts are relying upon the American exception applicable to books kept by a party (shopbook rule) or the broader rule which admits books kept by deceased persons generally (course-of-business rule). In any event, the requirement that the entries be made in the regular course of business at or about the time of the transaction apparently is regarded as fundamental.

Necessity encouraged development of the various phases of the business-entry exception, and as the general character and reliability of business books assured trustworthiness, some courts became more liberal in enlarging the scope of the evidence admitted by relaxing some of the strict foundational requisites. Many scholars, convinced of the soundness of this development and the need for more widespread acceptance of the trend, encouraged legislative reform. The Legal Research Committee of the Commonwealth Fund, through its Committee on the Law of Evidence, in 1927 proposed a Model Act which has been adopted by many states and by the Congress of the United States. The Uniform Act, proposed by the Commissioners
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on Uniform State Laws in 1936, has been adopted by many other states, including California.\textsuperscript{21}

II. THE STATUTES

Many cases decided since the statutes were adopted have raised questions as to how far the scope of admissible evidence has been enlarged.\textsuperscript{22} Both acts are broad and include records kept in a business, profession, occupation or calling of any kind.\textsuperscript{23} From the wording of the statutes it is difficult to conceive of any limitation upon the kind or scope of records made admissible. Nevertheless, in \textit{Palmer v. Hoffman},\textsuperscript{24} decided under the Model Act, the report of a railroad accident was rejected because, it was said, the declarant had a motive to misstate. In that case the United States Supreme Court distinguished between records kept for the systematic conduct of the railroad enterprise such as payrolls, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and bills of lading, and the statement of a deceased engineer which was regularly reported as required by statute. The decision has been strongly criticized.\textsuperscript{25} There has been no indication from the California courts of any such limitation.\textsuperscript{26} Although hospital records are now generally admitted,\textsuperscript{27} distinctions have been made between certain types of records. The United States Supreme Court has recognized the importance of records made for the systematic conduct of a business enterprise, and has held such records admissible.\textsuperscript{28} However, in \textit{Palmer v. Hoffman}, the report of a railroad accident was rejected because the declarant had a motive to misstate.
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of diagnostic entries and routine recordations. However, such distinctions have not appeared in the California cases.

In addition to broadening the scope of admissible records, all courts seem agreed that another and major purpose of the statutes was to abolish many of the strict foundational requirements of the common law. The requirements of the Uniform Act seem plain enough, yet questions remain as to what minimum foundation will satisfy these requirements. The Act in express terms requires testimony regarding the "identity" and "mode of preparation" of the record. This testimony may come from the "custodian or other qualified witness." A more troublesome problem is presented by the requirement that the record be "made in the regular course of business, at or near the time of the act, condition or event". Must there be additional direct testimony or may an inference from the testimony as to identity and mode of preparation, examination of the books themselves, and other surrounding circumstances satisfy this requirement? Strict application
of the first alternative would to a large extent defeat the purpose of the Act. One of the most onerous requirements under the common law was that the entrant must have had personal knowledge of the transaction and be called to testify if available. This requirement seemingly has been abandoned. However, if additional testimony is required to prove that the record was regularly made at or near the time of the transaction, it might again be necessary to call the various clerks who made the entries. The second alternative is analogous to the acceptance of habit evidence and presents a preliminary question for the court not unlike many other situations concerned with the admissibility of evidence.

The California supreme court was confronted with this problem in the case of Robinson v. Puls. Business records kept by a decedent were offered in evidence by an administratrix to support a cross-complaint for a money judgment. One set of books was kept in connection with a gasoline service station and another set covered transactions between plaintiff and decedent in a fruit growing and drying business. Sustaining their admissibility over an explicit objection that there was no showing that the entries were made at or near the time of the respective transactions, the court stated that, "Where the person who made the entry is dead, evidence that the books of account were in his handwriting, and that they were kept correctly, is sufficient foundation for their admission." Many cases decided under the old shopbook rule were cited as authority for this conclusion. "Moreover", it was stated, "the statutory presumptions that 'a writing is truly dated' (Code Civ. Proc., § 1963 (23)), and that 'the ordinary course of business has been followed' (Code Civ. Proc., § 1963 (20)) obviate the necessity for any additional showing as to the contemporaneous nature of the entry." Unfortunately, it is difficult to ascertain
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38 Ibid. Perhaps this statement is a mere gratuity. It is certainly doubtful if the framers of the Uniform Act ever imagined that the requirement that the record be made in the regular course of business at or near the time of the act, condition or event could be satisfied by a statutory presumption. On the other hand, the statement may lend support to the interpretation that the court did not even require an inference to satisfy this requirement.

Despite the fact that definite requirements must be met before a record is even admissible as evidence, it has been said that, "In the case of the conduct of the business and affairs of an establishment, it is presumed . . . that the books and records of an
whether the ruling of the trial court was upheld on the basis of the Act, 
the common law, or both. It cannot be said that the Act does not apply 
to a dead man’s records. In an earlier case, 39 which was not cited, the 
affidavit of service of a notice by a deceased process server was ad-
mitted. The California supreme court there held that, “Since the docu-
ment was prepared by the process server in the usual course of his oc-
cupation or calling and otherwise met the requirements of the Act it 
was properly admitted in evidence.” 40 In Robinson v. Puls there was 
testimony as required by the Act for identity and mode of prepara-
tion, 41 but there was no testimony as to the contemporaneity of the 
entries. Therefore, if the books were admitted under the Act, it is a 
clear holding that direct testimony is not necessary to satisfy this re-
quirement. Further, it is quite possible that the court recognized that 
an inference of contemporaneity was sufficient. It was said that, “The 
dates of the entries in the books appear to correspond reasonably with 
the dates of the original events.” 42 Presumably, an examination of 
the books and other evidence introduced at the trial formed the basis 
for this statement.

On the other hand, since the court relied only on authorities con-
cerned with the old shopbook rule and cited the Act only to indicate 
the source of appellant’s objection, the decision seems open to the 
possible interpretation that the court felt that these books were not 
admissible under the Act. If they were not admitted under the Act, it 
might have been either because the court feels that there must be di-
rect testimony as to the contemporaneous nature of an entry, 43 or that 
there was no evidence from which an inference was warranted. If the 
latter interpretation is correct, the decision would seem unsound. Some 
condition which will safeguard the trustworthiness of records should
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be required in order that the rights of the opposing party may be protected. The requirements of regularity of keeping and prompt entry were essential under the common-law rules and have been retained as a guaranty of trustworthiness under the Act. Although language in some of the decisions upon which the court relied might suggest that these fundamental requirements at times have been ignored, it is more probable that the evidence warranted an inference that the requirements had been satisfied. These cases involved situations where there was evidence of the transaction, and the business record was offered only to prove the amount, purpose, or other details concerning the transaction. The foundation necessary to satisfy the requirements in these circumstances is easily distinguished, as a practical matter, from that in other situations where the record is the only evidence offered to prove the happening of the transaction or event. This may explain the language of the courts wherein they seem to ignore this fundamental requirement. Thus, if the majority opinion means that a deceased person's books may be admitted without evidence from which an inference of contemporaneous entry may be warranted, such a position would seem unsupported by either the common-law rules or the Act. Yet it is possible that the court meant that the evidence was sufficient to support an inference under the common-law rule, that this requirement of the Act may be satisfied by inference, and that the books were admissible under both the common law and the statute.

If this requirement may be satisfied by inference, added meaning will be given to the last requirement of the Act that the sources of information, and method and time of preparation must, in the opinion of the court, justify admission. Many cases have recognized the importance of the trial court's final determination. In Ducat v. Goldner, where hospital records were admitted, the court said, "The determination by the trial court that the foundation laid was sufficient is binding upon the appellate court." In Thompson v. Machado "hard sheets"
comparable to ledger pages, which purportedly covered transactions with the defendant, were admitted. The manager and a general partner gave testimony of the mode of preparation and identity, but there was no additional direct testimony as to the regularity of keeping or the contemporaneous nature of the entries. The sheets contained both debits and credits, a common accounting system was used, and, although the correctness of the amount was disputed, the defendant admitted doing business with plaintiff's assignor. The court stated that, "the records relied upon were properly admitted in evidence, since the trial court was obviously satisfied that the sources of information, method and time of preparation were such as to justify their admission, and it is the duty of the court to so construe the... Act as to facilitate and not hamper the effectuation of its purpose."40

In Tabata v. Murane,50 the plaintiff, a commission broker, offered twelve sheets of paper taken from his loan account ledger which purportedly covered transactions with the decedent. The broker gave testimony as to identity and mode of preparation and further testified that the books were made in the regular course of business at or near the time of the transactions. Nevertheless, the trial court excluded the evidence. In contrast to the Thompson case, the ledger account contained only debits, it covered transactions with many other customers and decedent's account was identifiable only by initials, and there was no evidence as to the occurrence of the transactions. The ruling was upheld51 and the appellate court pointed out that, "The trial judge evidently did not believe that plaintiff's financing of his customers consisted solely of putting out money, without charging interest and without ever getting any of it back."52

III. CONCLUSION

Aside from the doubts created by the Robinson case, the present status of the business-entry exception in California may be shortly summarized. The scope of admissible evidence is as broad as the wording of the statute and properly includes records kept in "every kind of business, profession, occupation, calling or operation of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not."53 A minimum foundation requires: (1) testimony concerning identity and mode of prepara-

40 78 A. C. A. at 963, 178 P. (2d) at 841.
51 Moreover, the court in a somewhat confusing opinion relied upon cases decided under the common law to state that a book account cannot consist of loose pages, and concluded, "It is unnecessary to decide whether the memoranda constituted a record kept by plaintiff in the regular course of his business which would have been admissible under the section if offered for some purpose other than to prove a book account." 76 Cal. App. (2d) at 891, 174 P. (2d) at 687. Cf. Note (1933) 83 A. L. R. 806.
52 Ibid. at 890, 174 P. (2d) at 686.